SECRET

INQUIRE=DOC31D
ITEM NO=00077351
ENVELOPE
CDSN = CFS266 MCN = 95150/25115 TOR = 951502112
PRTS12YUW RUEKJCS8294 1502109—66—RUEANSS.
ZNY 95559

HEADER
P 302109Z MAY 95
FM DIA WASHINGTON DC
INFO RUEADWD/OCSA WASHINGTON DC
RUEAHQA/CSAF WASHINGTON DC
RUEIAQ/MPG FT GEORGE G MEADE MD
RURWNSXU/USCININT1NS INTEL CEN SCOTT AFB IL//J2-J//
RUCQVAB/USCINCOSC INTEL DPS CEN MACDILL AFB FL
RUEOF0A/COMJSOC FT BRAGG NC//J2//
RUEAIA/CIA WASHINGTON DC
RUDMRRU/NINRACT DET QUANTICO VA
RUEALGX/SAFE
P 301953Z MAY 95

TO RUEKJCS/DIA WASHDC
AIG 6732
RUCBAIC/AIC NORFOLK VA//DI-52//
RUCboa/NGIC CHARLOTTESVILLE VA//IANG-RCR//
RUAJJTF/DIRJATF EAST //J2//
RUMCGT/JIATF WEST
RUEANTX/CJTF SIX
RUEOIAA/NSACSS FT MEADE MD//B33//
RUDMIF/ONI IFE SUITLAND MD//2132//
RUEABNDE/DEA HOS WASHINGTON DC
RUEHC/STATE DEPT WASHDC //INR-IC-CD//
RUCNFB/FBI WASH DC//INTD/CID-TERRORISM//
RUDGUSD/US CUSTOMS SERVICE WASHINGTON DC//INTEL//
RUDMRGRD/COSGARD INTELCORDDCEN WASHINGTON DC
RHHMNA/USCINCPAC HONOLULU HI//J233//
RHHJOBU/JICPAC OIC HONOLULU HI
RHHMNCY/PACOM IDHS HONOLULU HI
RHHJDOM/PACAF IDHS PEARL HARBOR HI
RHHMMAA/CINCPACFLT PEARL HARBOR HI
RUEHGT/USDAO GUATEMALA CITY GT
RUEHME/USDAO MEXICO CITY MX
RUEHTG/USDAO TEGUCIGALPA HO
RUEHOL/USDAO BONN GM
BT

CONTROLS
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/******* THIS IS A COMBINED MESSAGE ********/

SECRET

NOFORN
PASS: (U) NSACSS FOR ZKZK PP DXD RRK DE; DIA PASS TO DH-5 AND DH-1 FOR INFO.

COUNTRY: (U) GUATEMALA (GT); MEXICO (MX); HONDURAS (HO); GERMANY (GM).

SUBJ: IIR [REDACTED] MEXICAN MILITARY INTELLIGENCE CONCLUSIONS REGARDING FOREIGN AID TO INSURGENT ORGANIZATIONS IN CHIAPAS, MEXICO (U).

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET NOFORN.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DOI: (U) 950100.

REQS: (U) [REDACTED]

SOURCE: ([REDACTED])

SUMMARY: ([REDACTED]) MEXICAN AND GUATEMALAN OFFICIALS MET IN COMITAN, MEXICO, TO DISCUSS COLLABORATION BETWEEN MEXICO AND GUATEMALA REGARDING THE COUNTERINSURGENCY EFFORT IN BOTH COUNTRIES. AT THE MEETING HIGH LEVEL MEXICAN MILITARY OFFICIALS REVEALED THAT FOREIGN POWERS ARE AIDING MEXICAN INSURGENTS.

TEXT: 1. ([REDACTED])


2. ([REDACTED])

SECRET
C. (U) ON 24 MARCH 1994, GT NEWSPAPER "LA REPUBLICA" PUBLISHED AN ACCOUNT OF A REBEL ARMED FORCES (FAR) ROADBLOCK IN THE PETEN WHERE THE FAR GUERRILLAS TOLD THE PEOPLE GATHERED AT THE ROADBLOCK THAT THEY WILL UNITE WITH THE EZLN TO CREATE A "FREE STATE" IN CHIAPAS AND THE PETEN.

D. (CONFIRM)
WARNING: (U) REPORT CLASSIFIED SECRET NOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGN NATIONALS.